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No man can reveal to you aught but that which
already

lies half asleep in the dawning of your know-

ledge.
The teacher
temple,

who walks in the shadow of the

among his followers , gives not of his wisdom

but rather

of his faith and his lovingness.

If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter

the house of his wisdom,
threshold

but rather

leads you to the

of your own mind.

- - Kahlil Gibran,

1923
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Problem
This study was concerned
for teaching

remedial

ized instruction
setting,
determine

mathematics

program,

was compared

with the effectiveness
to community

if there existed significant
performance.

A secondary

cant differences

existed between students

at 9 AM and those enrolled

study and the small group
program

in (a) the rate of attrition,

obj ecti v e was to determine

enrolled

programs

An individual-

lecture - textbook instruction

differences

(b) mathematics

classes

college students.

making use of independent

with the traditional

of two different

in remedial

and

if signifi-

mathematics

at 12 Noon.

Method
The target

population consisted

leges in the Los Angeles area.

of all students

The sample consisted

in fourteen community
of all students

enrolled

colin

to

viii
the 9 AM and 12 Noon elementary
the fall semester,
randomly

1972.

algebra

classes

One experimental

formed from all the students

at Rio Hondo College during

group and one control group were

enrolled

at 9 AM.

The same procedure

was used at 12 Noon.
The posttest-only
square testwas

control group design was utilized

used to determine

if frequency of dropout is associated

ing in the control or experimental

groups.

test of achievement

by two - way analysis

if mathematics
tal groups,

were analyzed

performance

is associated

and if mathematics

in the study.

Mean scores

A chiwith be-

on a mathematics
of covariance

post-

to determine

with being in the control or experimen-

performance

is associated

with being in the 9 AM

or 12 Noon classes.

Results
According
at the . 05 level,

to the study , there appeared
in either the rate of attrition

community

college students taught remedial

instruction

program

lecture-textbook
difference,

as compared

instruction

at the . 05 level,

lege students
dents enrolled

enrolled

to be no significant
or mathematics

mathematics

differences,

performance

of

under an individualized

with those students taught under the traditional

program . Also , there appeared

to be no significant

in the mathematics

of community

in 9 AM remedial

in 12 Noon remedial

performance

mathematics

mathematics

classes

classes.

compared

col-

to stu-

ix

Conclusions
As a result of the findings of this study, the following conclusions

were

drawn.

1.

Community
vidualized

college remedial
instruction

have significantly

program

Community

as described

enrolled

ses taught under an individualized
in this study did not receive

traditional
3.

There was no significant

courses

classes

using the tra-

instruction

mathematics

program

cour-

as described

higher scores

on a mathe-

than those students taught under the

instructio n program.
difference

college students

in mathematics

enrolled

performance

in remedial

mathematics

taught at 9 AM and those taught at 12 Noon.

The study, even though the results
at the . 05 level,

in this study did not

in remedial

significantly

of achievement

lecture-textbook

of community

using an indi-

approach.

college students

matics posttest

classes

fewer dropouts than those classes

ditional lecture-textbook
2.

mathematics

did not show significant

proved to be very helpful in planning for further

at the community

differences
mathematics

college.

(82 pages)

CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURES

Problem

In contemporary
are attending colleges
programs
vocations.

society,

people of all ages and from all walks of life

and uni versities

. Many people are enrolled

because a college degree has been a criterion
Many people are enrolling

their own backgrounds

in certain

just for their own enjoyment.

169 percent

community colleges

enrolled

(1969) esti-

and universities

wil l in-

The communi t y and / or two-year

colleges

According to Mens el (1971), the
of all the students

in the United States .

that 91 percent

leges follow an "open door" admissions
for all persons

for many

Some people are taking courses

now enroll roughly 10 percent

and un iversities

Roueche (1967) reported

of employment

at the college le ve l to broaden

in colleges

of these people.

of California

that enroll in colleges

in degree

The United States Office of Education

from 1960 to 1977.

will enroll a large percentage

in courses

subject areas.

mated that the number of students
crease

Statement

of the nation's

community

policy for all high school graduates

coland

18 years of age and older who can profit from the instruction .

The "open door" policy is not only increasing
lege , but it also is presenting
dents whose mathematical
that about 50 percent

enrollments

these in titutions

backgrounds

of the students

at the community

with an increased

col-

number of stu-

are deficient . Morgan (1970) estimated

entering

the communi ty college fall in this

2

category . As a result ,. an ywh ere from 50 percent
matics

classes

at the community

According to statistics
Southern California
in remedial
concluded

(Mathematics

College mathematics
research

college are remedial

gathered

area , 25 percent

mathematics

courses

personal

colleges

of all the students

drop these courses
9

in nature .

from ten community

to 60 percent

departments

instructors

to 75 percen t of all mathe -

Teachers
community

mathematics

of Mathematics

communication

and college administrators

ern California

Curriculum

instructors

ha ve suggested

11

• • •

prob-

from the South -

re ision might possibly

listed lack of success

can the fail ure be attributed

problem was that of making the programs
to fit the programs.

as a potential

Williams

solution to attrition

(1963) ~ commented

in regard

as the cause for their dropping out

to the students'

inadequacy of the school program ? 11 Edgerton

select trainees

that

problem .

in higher education by many educators.

of school ,

the attrition

and administrators

re ision has been proposed

to cases where students

April , 1971).

California , a group of

area voiced their feelings that cu riculum

be the answer to the attrition

9

has

classes . At the 1971 National Council of

Annual Meeting in Anaheim

college mathematics

enrolled

before the semester

be initiated to see if ways can be found to alleviate

lem in the remedial

in the

inade quac y or to the

and Syl ester

fit the trainees

1966) stated that the

rather

Canfield (1967) concurred

than trying to
and stated:

Schools are much like hospitals --b oth being characterized
by the diagnosis , treatment 9 and evaluation of human needs , one
for health and the other for education . Schools differ from hospi tals in that every student gets essentially the same treatment

3

method (lecture - textbook) , and treatment failures are ex plained largely on the basis of student (patient) inadequacies ,
This is a little like saying that our treatments are fine but we
keep getting the wrong patients (students) . If medical men had
failed to persistently
study and evaluate their treatments for
disease , 'bleeding' could have persisted as a standard treat ment routine.
With specific

regard to community

college programs

in mathematics

,

both Scharf (1964) and Ragland (1969) ha ve indicated that a need for curriculum
reform

and innovation exists.
Although substantially

munity and/or two-year
instruction

program

little curricular

change has taken place at the com-

college level , there is evidence that an indi vidualized

may be a method of instruction

needs of communi t y college students

that will help to meet the

(Roueche and McFarlane , 1970; Shanberg,

1971).
One component of an indi vi dualized instruction
supported

by many researchers

is independent

program

that has been

study (Bask in , 1967; Brown ,

1968; Dearing , 1965; Hatch , 1964) . Another componen t of an indi vidualized
struction

program

in -

that has rece iv ed support is the small group setting (Ander -

son, 1961; Flanders , 1960; Frandsen , 1969; Hudgins , 1960; Yuker , 1955) , Al though there is evidence to suggest that both independent

study and small group

settings are effective teaching methods , very little has been written
their simultaneous
The problem

use in an indi v idualized instruction
is, then , the lack of research

the sim ultaneous u se of independent
pared with the traditional

regarding

program.

testing the effectiveness

study and the small group setting,

lecture - textbook instruction

program,

of

as com-

as a means of

4

reducing

the attrition

the community

rate of students

in remedial

mathematics

classes

at

college level.

Related Research

Research
of college

regarding

dropouts and methods of decreasing

students has been conducted for a number of years.

studies was made by Thorndike

in 1905.

ity of college students has increased
ing number of articles
withdraw

in journals

before completing

man and Pasanella

studies.

One of the earliest

and the ever-increas-

has indicated a growing concern over those who

research

Although most of the articles

and unpublished
in college,

review of research

listed a total of 156 related

have

on the college level is available.

related to success

Iffert (1958), in a similar

from college,

along with enrollments;

(1960), in reviewing published

tween 1948 and 1958 on factors

rate

Since that time the range in age and abil-

their education.

dealt with the high school level,

the attrition

references

research

Fishbe-

found a total of 580

on student withdrawal
7

127 of which had appeared

between 1950 and 1957.
In spite of the many studies,
sized.

Summerskill

the need for more research

(1962) stated that economic and administrative

to the problem had not explained the causes of attrition
reduced dropout rates.

Miller

has been emphaapproaches

and had not significantly

(1964), Spector (1966), Roueche (1967), and

Demos (1968) echoed the same complaint.

Roueche and Boggs (1968) pointed out

5

that research

studies of the community

They particularly
attrition

called for data to explain dropouts and formulae

rates.

This investigation

This review of selected
to the development
alternative

instruction

for the dropout,

program

colleges.

study, the small group setting,

Curriculum

revision

instruction

program

that is used for teaching

as an
remed-

First , the focus will be on cur-

and second,

independent

Researchers

for reducing

then, wi ll focus on findings related

of an individualized

at many community

revision

needed.

will attempt to provide one such formula.

literature,

and validation

to the traditional

ial mathematics
riculum

college dropout were urgently

on methods of instruction

and the lecture-textbook

including

approach.

for the dropout
have made studies for the purpose

the school adjust to handle the student attrition
related to the schools'

of finding ways to help

problem . Many of the findings

failure to adapt to the needs of the students.

Segel and

Schwarm (1957) and Kennedy (1957) stated that lack of adaption to the students'
needs resulted

in students

drawing from school.
concurred

becoming disin terested

in school , failing,

and with-

Suczek and Albert (1966) and Ha ighurst and Stiles (1961)

that revision

of college programs

dropouts would reduce the frequency
Studies regarding

curriculum

to meet the va ried needs of potential

of premature

terminations.

and the dropout at the community

level have indicated that community colleges
policies must either (a) design and implement

college

with "open door" admissions
curricula

which will meet the

6

needs of students whose high school records
or (b) see large numbers

of students leave formal education

ing to Dahlin (1967), research
community

give evidence of low achievement,

indicates

that the curricular

in defeat.
offerings

Accordof the

college must be extended for the lower end of the ability range if

all students'

needs and interests

are to be met and full student potential

is to

realized.
Hence,

evidence does seem to indicate that curricular

feasible as a means of reducing the attrition

innovations

rate of community

are

college students.

Methods of instruction
Methods of instruction
cussion.

Students,

communities
Research

teachers,

for optimal learning
administrators,

have often debated questions

indicates

is an age old topic of dis-

boards of education,

like, "What is the 'best' way to teach?"

that possibly there is no 'best' way for all situations .

Hatch and Bennett (1960), in a review of literature
of college teachers,

and even

on the effectiveness

concluded that no one method has been demonstrated

produce more or better learning
hand, argued that the appropriate

than any other.

McKeachie

to

(1963) on the other

teaching method depends upon what particular

goals are sought.
According to McKeachie,

research

have been conducted over an extensive
have centered

on topics such as lecture

studies regarding

teaching methods

period of time . Some of these studies
methods versus

discussion

method,

7

distribution

of lecture

student-centered
exhaustive

and discussion

versus

instructor

review of literature

was not attempted.

time , lecture

- centered

versus

teaching to name a few.

The review was centered

around research

scribe programs

study.

Independent

as compared

and practices
Independent

study is a term normally

that emphasize

to the lee-

tant that in any discussion
under consideration

for their

of ways . Dearing

study and then stated , " ...

of independent

(1965)

it is impor-

study, the nature of the inde pendence

be made explicit . "

The idea that colleges
A 1957 report

used to de-

student responsibility

study may occur in a variety

cited a number of forms of independent

new.

involving inde-

approach .

Independent

own education.

An

involving all of these various teaching methods

pendent study and the use of small group discussions,
ture-textbook

automation , and

should employ programs

by Bonthius,

dependent study programs

Davis , and Drushal

in 256 institutions.

ever, were designed for honors or superior

of independent
described

study is not

a total of 334 in -

Nearly all of these programs,

how-

students . But as Baskin (1967)

stated:
Independent study as a concept has long been regarded as
the prerogati ve of the superior student in honors or tutorial courses.
In its growing use , it is available to all students , and, further , it is
available at the beginning rather than the close of the student's college career.
Dearing (1965) concurred
for all college students
cedures

for the superior

and further
in a particular

indicated that independent
course

rather

or abler students only.

study is needed

than reserving

these pro -

8

Brown (1968) pro vided a list of 17 arguments
study.

Furthermore,

in a list of 21 standards

(Hatch , 1964), item number six stated,
that are most successful

in support of independent

of quali ty of teaching

"Quality may be indicated

in involving their

students

Bloom (1968) stated that about 90 percent

in independent

of all students

in colleges

in colleges
study."

are between the

extremes

of those who learn very quickly and those who learn very slowly.

members

of this large group are given sufficient

time and appropriate

tion, they can learn a subject to a high le v el o mastery.
that,

"If it were not so costly in human resources

If

instruc-

In fact, Bloom stated

, providing

a good tutor for

each student would be the ideal strategy."
John Carroll

(1963) has challenged

that aptitude is the amount of time required
a learning task.

contemporary
by the learner

/

Gagne (1962) has demonstrated

general aptitude that predicts

achieve any particular

The best predictor

attained the prerequisites
tude come to coincide.
readiness,

rather

best how well he will

to that step . Thus, the student's
Aptitude becomes a matter

readiness

and apti -

of how long it takes to achieve

concepts treat time as a constant while allowing achievement
Not only is variability

corned , for it serves

as the basis for the grading systems.

to those unchangeable

If education's

of

is the extent to which he has

to act as a variable.

tion.

to attain mastery

than whether a student is or ever can become ready .

Traditional

attributed

with the view

that once a learning unit has

begun, it is not the student's
step.

educators

purpose

in achievement

student characteristics--aptitude

is to see that a certain

expected , but welThen variability
and motiva-

le v el of competence

is

is

9

achieved by each learner,

why not set le ve ls of achievement

as constant and

let time act as a variable?
Skinner (1961) said that by trying to teach more than one student at
once we harm both fast and slow learners

. Skinner believed that it is the slow

learner

consequences.

who suffers themore

disastrous

that a student who has not mastered
second and that a small difference
learner's

shortcomings

comprehension

He also pointed out

a first lesson is less able to master
in speed may cumulatively

and eventually

result in an immense

a

exaggerate
difference

the
in

.

Research

(Smith, 1939) indicates

that students differ in the rate at

which they learn . In fact, evidence (Atkinson , 1967) shows that in studies of
programs

where students can proceed at their own rate , the ratio of time taken

by faster learning

students to learn gi en mater ial to the time taken by slower

students is about one to five.

Herriot

(1967) reported

students achieve as well in SMSG mathematics
are allowed substantially
curriculum

that " slow learning"

as average students when they

more time than is usually allotted to the mathematics

.

Over a four - year period , Thompson (1941) carried
longitudinal
school level.
the material
request.

studies that focused on arithmetic
Each student in the experimental

and algebra learning

If the student passed the test , he proceeded

of

at the high

group worked alone.

of the unit being studied was administered

to pass the test was followed by remedial

out a series

A test on

to each student upon his
to the next unit.

work and retesting

Failure

until the unit was

10
mastered.

Thompson concluded that the use of independent

testing,

and remediation

was a very effect iv e way to teach mathematics.

one study over a ten-week
arithmetic

achievement

period,

that now seems impossible

program

investigator

a speed of learning

and a depth of understanding

independent

force of education,

has for so long been considered

we often forget the fact that students learn from

Students at almost any age tend to assoc iate and c ommunicate

tively in teaching

study

is feasible.

with Each other than with the teacher . This relationship

more

might be used very effec-

in small group sett ings.

There is much research

on group learning.

Most of the conclusions

these studies indicate that working in groups is not only feasible
in both the cognitive and affective

domains of learning.

within the groups and freedom to contact other groups , certain
objectives

can be attained.

from

but also desirable

Flanders

that if the class is divided into groups small enough to permit

educational

teaching be-

to achieve.

Small group setting . Because the teacher

each other.

differ-

in their capacity to learn mathematics.

then, does seem to ind icat e that a successful

of instruction

the generating

of the inherent

the belief that the more indiv idualized classroom

the more it will facilitate

Evidence,

in

while the control group gained just O. 40 years.

ences which exist between individuals

comes,

In

group gained 1. 41 years

the experimental

Suppes (1966) has been an assiduous

Suppes expressed

study , diagnostic

(1960) suggested

spontaneous

contact

types of social-

11

The actual number of students per group may be varied depending upon
a number of variables.

However , groups of three or four have been mentioned

by many researchers
(1961) reported

as a desirable

number for effective teamwork.

that groups of three members

ment than groups of two members,
er level of achievement
With effective

interaction

attained a higher level of achieve -

and that groups of two members

than individuals

in solving a problem

within a team,

its composite

that of both the 'average ' and the ' best' achievement
working separately.

On this criterion

of those expected.

attained

output should exceed

of comparable

, the results

individuals

have sometimes

fallen short

On a complex verbal judgem ent problem , Hall , Mouton , and

best of comparable

but not the

individuals.

Advantages
regarding

have, however , often be en found for teamwork . In research
groups versus

indi viduals on problem

sol v ing tasks ,

(1960), Watson (1928) , and Yuker (1955) found that teams of students
average performance
that the composite
formance
practice

of comparable
achievement

of comparable
in teamwork,

participants

approximate

indi v iduals.

Also , Frandsen

the advantage

exceeded the

(1969) indicated
per-

. Moreover , with more

of teams over indi viduals tends to increase.

falls short of the level which interaction

should make possible . The composite

the best individual

Hudgins

of teams of students will exceed the average

students working separately

But the advantage of teamwork
diverse

a high-

involving anagrams.

Blake (1963) found that teams were more ac curate than the average

studies

Anderson

in that team.

team scores

among
only

12
Shaw (1932) compared
solving complex problems
to obtain the correct

individuals

solution.

Some of her findings were:

of the problems

incorrect

suggestions

(a) Small groups

than did individuals;

of its members

individual

in the sequential

Group study, then,
pecially if students
the ordinary

(b) the group

and detected

errors

where everyone

helping other students.

process.

of

Learn ing can be turned into a cooperative

is likely to gain . In these small groups,
to strengthen

Hence,

es-

and help each other without the competition

situation.

student has the opportunity

that

as soon

seems to be an effective method of instruction,

can cooperate

classroom

reasoning

in

steps -- all necessary

were unable to detect; and (c) groups did not make errors

as the average

process

and groups of students

involving a number of sequential

solved a higher proportion
tended to reject

the ability of individuals

his own learning

the more able

while at the same time

the small group setting can be a valuable tech-

nique in teaching.
Lecture-textbook

approach.

been used as a method of instruction
tempted to justify the lecture
knowledge,
Rothstein

approach

For many years the lecture

approach

in higher education . Rothstein

has

(1966) at-

not only as a method for transmitting

but also as a means of displaying

how the lecturer

himself

stated:

As long as the college maintains its traditional character, the lecture remains an appropriate vehicle for the demonstration of, and moti vation for, learning.
For, besides its being so natural to tell others what we know , it is a method of
teaching learning.

learns.

13
Marr,

Plath,

dents enrolled
readings

Wakeley,

and Wilkins (1960) compared

in an introductory

psychology class.

and one question session

and attended four lectures

One group had assigned

per week while the other group read the text

per week.

The study, previously

1960), indicated that students taught by the lecture
a posttest

of achievement

In recent years,
been questioned.

Some investigators

Rawls,

lectures

Perry,

Probably

role of the student.
ticipation

and ass igned readings

instructional

objective

clearly

have suggested

method has been the passive
that student response

in a lecture

the lecture

which provide for learner

and par -

(1961) said,

technology."

approach,

some suggestions

and Dickenson

(1967), "If the

to be the appropriate

it can be enhanced by insuring that . . . [it] is augmented by instructional
and / or techniques

be-

instruction.

in ins t ructional

According to Verner
indicates

difference

but six weeks later the level of perform-

object of manipulation

have been made to foster it.

and stu-

with individual programmed

(1966) found no significant

of the lecture

is often not apparent

differences

after some time has

for effective learning to take place . Glaser

is the primary

Since this response

criticism

Many educators

approach has

approach

higher for the group using programmed

are necessary

"Response

of the lecture

approach ha v e occurred

and Timmons

the greatest

approach.

ha v e indicated that significant

tween methods at the end of the course,
ance was significantly

scored higher on

of students taught under the lecture

In comparing

instruction,

approach

the effectiveness

dents taught under the non-lecture
elapsed.

cited (Marr et al.,

than students taught by the non-lecture
however,

in levels of performance

two groups of stu-

participation."

technique,
devices
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Palmer

and Verner

(1959) stated:

In the past half century there have been scores of studies
concerned with comparing the efficiency of instructional proIn comparing the lecture with other techniques the macesses.
jority of the studies have shown that the lecture is equal to or
better than other techniques in terms of immediate recall; however, when measuring delayed recall other techniques prove to
be superior to the lecture in most cases.
Hence,

evidence does exist that seems to indicate that an all lecture

is not necessarily
In brief,
that curriculum

the 'best'

method of instruction.

then, the review of related
revisions

munity college students;

are appropriate

research

(b) to show that an independent

is an appropriate

munity college students;
students

receive

to the lecture
mathematics

attempted:

strategy

for teaching

remedial

rate of com-

study program,

as compared

in which

to the lecture

ap-

mathematics

to com-

and (c) to show that the small group setting,

in which

help from each other and the instructor

approach,

(a) to show

for reducing the attrition

students work at their own speed until mastery,
proach,

approach

is also an appropriate

to community

strategy

if needed,

as compared

for teaching

remedial

college students.

Purpose

and Objectives

Purpose
The purpose
ferent curricular

of this study was to compare

programs

for teaching

remedial

the effectiveness
mathematics

of two dif-

to community

15
college

students.

lege classes

Since the rate of attrition

from community

is a major concern today, this investigation,

used as a basis for further
struction

of students

for community

research

hopefully,

in developing successful

col-

will be

programs

of in-

colleges.

Objectives
The first objective
ness of an individualized
lecture-textbook
students

of this investigation
instruction

instruction

program,

that drop their remedial
A second objective

ness of an individualized
lecture-textbook
performance

any difference
remedial

medial mathematics

program,

program,

classes

at Rio Hondo College.

was to determine
as compared

classes

of this investigation

classes

with the traditional

the effective-

with the traditional

as a means for increasing

mathematics

in the mathematics

mathematics

mathema t ics classes

instruction

in the remedial

as compared

the effective-

as a means for reducing the number of

of this investigation

instruction

A third objective

program,

was to determine

at Rio Hondo College.

was to determine

achie v ement of students

compared

mathematics

to students

if there existed

enrolled in 9 AM

enrolled in 12 Noon re-

at Rio Hondo College.

Hypotheses
In order to meet the above objectives,
were tested.

the following null hypotheses
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Hypothesis
students

There is no significant

1.

that drop out of remedial

difference

mathematics

classes

lege using an individualized

instruction

program

traditional

instruction

program.

lecture-textbook

Hypothesis
mathematics

2.

There is no significant

posttest

medial mathematics

of achievement
classes

in the number of
at the community

and those classes

difference

using the

in the mean scores

between community

college students

taught under an individualized

and those students taught under the traditional

col-

instruction

lecture-textbook

on a

in re-

program

instruction

pro-

gram.
Hypothesis
a mathematics
remedial

3.

There is no significant

posttest

mathematics

of achievement
classes

difference

in the mean scores

between community

college students

on
in

taught at 9 AM and those students taught at 12

Noon.

Procedures
Population

and sample

The target population
teen community

colleges

for this study consisted

in the Los Angeles area.

of students
The fourteen

those used by the Rio Hondo College Board of Trustees
studies are to be made.
the communities
College district.

enrolled

in four-

schools were

whenever any comparative

The Board chose the above mentioned

served by these schools were very similar

schools because

to the Rio Hondo

The specific group to which this study attempted

to generalize
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was all the students
teen community

enrolled

population

in Algebra 50 (elementary
Ten Algebra

The Dean of Instruction
for the fall semester.

The classes

experimental

each conthe day

at 12 Noon.

at Rio Hondo College developed the class schedule
selected

The basic reasons

to internal

enrolled

were offered throughout

at 9 AM and two sections

The students

at 9 AM and 12 Noon.

of all students

at Rio Hondo College during the fall semester,

their own classes

The sample for this study, then, consisted

common threats

at these four-

were offered during the fall semester,

30 students.

and evening with two sections

validity,

according

to their

of all the students

for choosing these hours were:

such as maturation,

may be lessened

enrolled
(a) Some
with an

group and a control group at the same hour; and (b) the assignment

subjects to treatment

groups should produce more representative

are chosen at random from 60 subjects

when 30
group,

Campbell and Stanley (1963) noted that the most adequate all-purpose

assur-

than a given 30 subjects

and assigned

sections

of

to a particular

subjects
rather

classes

for this study consisted

algebra)

50 classes

sisting of approximately

own needs.

algebra

colleges.

The accessible

1972.

in the elementary

assigned to a particular

group.

ance of lack of initial biases between groups is randomization.
a design,

one in which true randomization

Research

design

The posttest-only
used in this experiment.

is possible,

The proper

was, then, the next concern.

control group design (Campbell and Stanley,
The posttest-only

choice of

1963) was

control group design, according

to
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Campbell and Stanley,

contains

nal validity--history,
sion, differential
seven effects.

effective controls

maturation,
selection,

testing,

experimental

The interaction

for all eight forms of inter-

instrumentatio
mortality,

n, statistical

and interactions

effect of testing and treatment

regresbetween these

regarding

external

validity can also be controlled.
The control group was taught by the traditional
The class consisted
All four sessions

of four 50-minute

were devoted to the lecture

were given daily.
at one prescribed

sessions

Unit tests

lecture-textbook

approach.

per week with attendance

optional.

approach . Written assignments

(see Appendix A) were administered

time (at the end of each unit).

to all students

There was no opportunity

for

retesting.
The treatment
instruction

program

or experimental

that was a composite

sisted of four 50-minute

sessions

sions per week, usually Tuesdays
studied,

with instructor

The individualized

and Thursdays,

optional.

Two ses-

- student discussion

approach.

The remain-

were devoted to

per group) and individualized

help being given only if asked for by the students.
consisted

of students working on their assignments

students using cassette

(see Appendix B) as an aid to learning,
on a one-to-one

The class con-

depending upon the unit being

(usuall y four members

instruction

without any outside help,

structor

strategies.

per week, usually Mondays and Wednesdays,

small group study sessions
instruction

of teaching

per week with attendance

were devoted to an instructor

ing two sessions

group was taught using an individualized

basis.

players

and students

and pre-recorded

receiving

tapes

help from the in-
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At the beginning of each unit the student was given a sheet of performance objectives

for that unit (see Appendix C). The student was told that he

would be prepared

to take a test on the unit when he was able to answer success-

fully all of the performance

objecti ves.

Each student was given the unit tests

(see Appendix A) whenever he thought he had mastered
skills of that unit.

Remedial

not achieving a minimum
Instructors

work and retesting

standard

were available

the basic concepts and

were used for those students

score of 70 percent

on the unit tests.

from 8 AM to 4 PM, Monday through Friday,

to aid students with their problems .
During the first class meeting all of the students
hour randomly

signed a numbered

enrolled at the 9 AM

roster . The students that signed their name

after an odd number (1, 3, 5, ... ) were assigned

to section I and those that

signed their name after an even number (2 , 4, 6 , ..• ) were assigned
II.

The same procedure
Two instructors,

was used to form sections III and IV at 12 Noon.
one the investigator

, taught the experime ntal and con-

trol groups.

To help control for teacher

experimental

and one control group . Time of day va riables

having one experimental

sections,

variables,

each instructor

To further

randomize

selection,

were controlled

by

one instructor

by lot from the follo wing list (Note: I and II refer to 9 AM

III and IV refer to 12 Noon sections , X refers

and C refers

taught one

group and one control group taught at 9 AM and the

other two taught at 12 Noon.
drew his assignment

to section

to the control group.)

to the experimental

group,
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(a) I-X, III-C

(b) I- X , IV-C

(e) II-X, III-C

(f)

The assignment
assignment

II - X, IV- C

of the other instructor

so that one experimental

(c) I- C , III - X

(d) I-C, IV-X

(g) II- C , III - X (h) II-C, IV-X
was , then , determined

by the first

group and one control group met each

hour.
The next step was to collect the data of the experiment
that a satisfactory

degree of reliability

in such a way

and validity could be achieved.

Data and instrumentation
Information

relating

ance of individual

to the attri ti on rate and the mathematics

students was collected

test of achievement

by administering

(see Appendix D) . The posttest

matics professors

from Pierce

was administered

to the students

end of the semester.

a mathematics

in both the experimental

The posttest

and control

groups.

a s part of their final examination

Each student in the experimental

test as part of his final examination

post-

used was developed by mathe-

College , Los Angeles , California.

The control group was given the posttest

perform-

at the

group was given the post-

as soon as he completed

all of the assigned

units of the course.
At the end of the semester
cially enrolled

in the class and attended at least twelve class sessions,

to take the posttest.
students
semester.

, a tall y was made of those students that offi-

These students were called dropouts.

in the experimental

classes

completed

Fortunately,

but failed
all of the

the course prior to the end of the
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In judging the relation
tives of the course,

between test content and the instructional

the members

of the mathematics

College indicated that the test exhibits exceptional
Although no coefficients

communication,

have never fluctuated

(over 80 classes)

reliability

Another important

coefficient

ingredient

of

(F. Fleming,
for the grades of

that have taken the examination

more than one po int . The Kuder - Richardson

produced an estimated

tent and process

the producers

was highly consistent

April 5, 1972) . The cutoff scores

the more than 2, 000 students

of Rio Hondo

content validity.

of reliabilit y were available,

the test stated that student achievement
personal

department

objec-

Formula
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of O. 86 for this sample.

in an experiment

of this nature

is the con-

by which the data of the study is to be analyzed.

Analysis
Two sources
individualized
(a)

of data were analyzed to determine

instruction

The official enrollment

Posttest

of the

program .
sheets and the list of students

taking the posttes t were used regarding
(b)

the effectiveness

mathemat ics scores

the attrition

were used regarding

not
rate.

mathematics

performance.
The data was analyzed
(a)

in the following way:

The number of students
classes

dropping their remedial

mathematics

was totaled for both the control and experimental

groups.
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A chi-square

test was then used to determine

of dropout is associated
mental groups.
structors
(b)

with being in the control or experi-

The test was done separately

and the results

The mean scores

on the mathematics

9 AM and 12 Noon groups.

for the two in-

added together.
posttest

mined for the control and experimental

analyzed

if frequency

groups,

These mean scores

by two-way analysis

were deter-

of covariance,

and for the
were then

using the stu-

dents' School and College Ability Test (SCAT) mathematics
scores

as a covariate,

ance is associated
groups,

to determine

if mathematics

perform-

with being in the control or experimental

and if mathematics

performance

is associated

with

being in the 9 AM or 12 Noon classes.
The background
now been formulated.

of the study and the procedures
This leads,

used in the study have

then , to the findings of the study.
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CHAPTER II
RESULTS

Results

The first objective
ness of an individualized
lecture-textbook

Relative to Objective One

of this investigation
instruction

instruction

Hypothesis

program , as compared

mathematics

classes

the following hypothesis
1:

was tested .

enrolled

given as part of the final examination
Table 1 presents

a chi-square

contingency

test of independence
analysis

posttest

of achie

ement

(Table 1).

data comprised

(methods of instruction

,

in the class and attended at least

twelve class sessions , but failed to take the mathematics

an appropriate

at Rio Hondo College . To

a tally was made , at the end of the semester

of those students that were officially

a 2 X 2, or fourfold,

with the traditional

There is no significant difference in the number of
students that drop out of remedial mathematics
classes at the community college us ing an indi idual ized instruction program and those classes using the
traditional lecture-textbook
instruction program .

To test this hypothesis,

variables

the effective-

program j as a means for reducing the number of

students that drop their remedial
meet this objective,

was to determine

of paired obser vations on two nominal

and attrition).
table.

A table of this kind is called

With such tables , chi - square provides

(Ferguson,

for the data presented

1966) . Table 2 , then, presents

in Table 1.
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Table 1. Number of students, by instructor , in the control and experimental
groups that either dropped or tested

Instructor A
Dropped
Tested
Total

Instructor B
Dropped
Tested
Total

Control

18

11

29

Control

18

11

29

Experimental

15

7

22

Experimental

13

14

27

33

18

51

31

25

56

Total

Table 2.

Chi-square

analysis

Source

Total

for methods

Degrees

of instruction

compared

to attri t ion

Chi - square

of freedom

Instructor

A

1

0.20

Instructor

B

1

1. 10

2

1. 30

Total

Using 1 degree of freedom , a chi-square
significance

at the . 05 level.

5. 99 was required

Using 2 degrees

for significance

value of 3. 84 was required

for

of freedom , a chi - square value of

at the . 05 level.

yielded chi - square values less than those required

Since the analysis
for significance

of data

at the . 05
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le ve l , the null hypothesis

cannot be re j ected from this data . Hence , according

to this study , the individ ualized

instruction

program , as defined by the re -

searcher , does not appear to be significantly

more effecti v e, as a means for

reducing the number of students that drop their remedial
at the community

college , than the traditional

mathema t ics classes

lecture - textbook instruction

pro-

gram o

Results

Relative to Objectives

A second objecti v e of this investigation
ness of an individualized
lecture-textbook
performance

instruction

instruction

in the remedial

2:

remedial

mathematics

matics

classes

hypothesis

classes

mathematics

at Rio Hondo College.

To

was tested .

classes

was to determine

achie v ement of students

compared

at Rio Hondo College.

was tested.

with the trad iti onal

There is no significant difference in the mean scores
on a mathematics posttest of achievement between
community college students in remedial mathematics
classes taught under an indi vi dualized instruction pro gram and those students taught under the traditional
lecture -t extbook instruction program .

in the mathematics

mathematics

the effecti v e-

program , as a means · or increasing

A third objecti v e of this investigation
any difference

was to determine

program , as compared

meet this objective , the following hypothesis
Hypothesis

Two and Three

to students

if there existed

enrolled

in 9 AM

in 12 Noon remedial

mathe -

To meet this objective , the following

26

Hypothesis

3:

There is no significant difference in the mean scores
on a mathematics posttest of achievement between community college students in remedial mathematics classes
taught at 9 AM _and those students taught at 12 Noon .

To test these hypotheses,
administered

a mathematics

posttest

to each of the students in both the control and experimental

The students in the control group were given the posttest
examination

at the end of the semester.

were given the posttest

units of the course.

group completed

elected to take the posttest
students

The students

Although some students in the ex-

with the other members

of their class.

With approximately

these students were informed , again ,

whe ne ver they completed

all of the unit work.

if these students wanted to come in for extra help on a one - to - one

basis with the instructor,
and take the posttest

vidualized

Two or three

group were working at a pace slower than that

in the semester,

that they could take the posttest

provided

group

as soon as they com -

needed to complete the course by the end of the semester.

However,

groups.

all of the units prior to the final examination , they

from the experimental

three weeks remaining

was

as part of their final

in the experimental

as part of their final examination

pleted all of the required
perimental

of achievement

they might be able to complete all of the course work

with the other members

for in the experimental
instruction.

program

of their class . This extra help was

by the researcher's

All of the students mentioned

the extra help and were able, then:1 to take the posttest
of their group.

definition of indi -

elected to take advantage
with the other members

of
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In perusing

hypotheses

two-way factorial

experiment

varianc e are both statistical
factorial

experiments.

pends upon whether

plete randomness

complete

Analysis of variance

and analysis

of co-

methods that can be used to analyze the data in

randomness

Analysis

selected

randomness

of selection

of variance

in the selection

the students

hence , complete

existed.

that a 2 X 2 9 or

However , the choice of which method to use often de-

ment can be achieved.

periment,

2 and 3, it became apparent

of subjects

is an appropriate

of subjects

is possible.

their own classes

for the experi-

method when com-

In the researcher's

according

ex-

to their own needs;

was not achieved between the 9 AM group and the

12 Noon group . To try to control or adjust for the effects of the time variable,
and permit , thereby,
vestigator

a valid evaluation

opted to use analysis

of the outcome of the experiment,

the in -

of covariance.

The choice of a covariate

common to each sub j ect in the experiment

was

quite difficult to make . In the communi ty college , with its "open door " policy ,
very little background
ately,

information

is available

regarding

a School and College Ability (SCAT) mathematics

each student.

Fortun -

score , or its equi valent,

was available , and , hence , was used as a. covariate .
In analyzing the data of the experiment , then , the mean scores , adjusted
on the posttest , were determined

(Table 3). Although apparent

existed in the adjusted mean scores , especially
groups,
ferences

a complete

analysis

were significant

of covariance

(Table 4) .

differences

between th e 9 AM and 12 Noon

was completed

to determine

if the dif -
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Table 3. Adjusted

mean scores

Time of day class

on the posttest

Method of instruction
Experimental
Control
Row means

offered

9 AM

36.14

37.75

36.95

12 Noon

39.47

40.59

40.03

37.81

39.17

Column means

Table 4 . Analysis of covariance for time of day class
the method of instruction

Degrees

Source of variance

of freedom

is offered compared

Mean squares

with

F ratios

Method of instruction

1

18. 00

0. 40

Time of day

1

94 . 87

2.09

Interaction

1

0. 56

0.01

38

45 . 34

Experimental

error

Regarding
tion and 38 degrees

hypothesis
of freedom

requ ired for significance

2, using 1 degree of freedom
for experimental

at the . 05 le vel.

for method of instruc-

error , an F ratio of 4. 10 was

Since the analysis

of the data yielded
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an F ratio less than that required
hypothesis

cannot be rejected

the individualized

instruction

appear to be significantly
matics

performance

38 degrees

program,

ratio less than that required

in 9 AM remedial

mathematics

performance

classes

classes

program

col-

program.

to this study , there appears

achievement

compared

as compared

of students

to students

enrolled

enrolled

in 12 Noon

difference,

some interesting

to be no significant
or mathematics
mathematics

differ perform -

under an indi -

with those students taught remedial

lecture-textbook

of community college students
However,

at the community

at the community college.

to be no significant

classes.

mathe-

of the data yielded an F

Hence , according

in mathematics

under the traditional

there appears

, does not

at the . 05 level , the null hypothesis

college students taught remedial

instruction

to this study ,

an F ratio of 4 . 10 was required

at the . 05 level , in either the rate of attrition

vidualized

tions,

error,

to this study, then, there appears

ance of community

matics

difference

mathematics

classes

instruction

for significance

mathematics

According
ences,

mathematics

Since the analysis

from this data.

to be no significant

according

3, using 1 degree of freedom for time of day and

at the . 05 level.

cannot be rejected

Hence,

as a means for increasing

lecture-textbook

hypothesis

at the . 05 level , the null

as defined by the researcher

more effective,

of freedom for experimental

for significance

remedial

from this data.

in the remedial

lege, than the traditional
Regarding

for significance

instruction

at the . 05 level,
enrolled

program.

in the mathematics

in 9 AM remedial

observations~

some of which are disc u ssed in Chapter IV, emerged

Also,

mathe-

opinions t and suggesas a result of this st udy.
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

According

to the findings of this particular

lowing conclusions

can reasonably

Community

1.

be drawn.

college remedial

individualized

instruction

did not have significantly
using the traditional
2.

Community
matics
program

mathematics

program

classes

as described

using an
in this study

fewer dropouts than those classes

lecture - textbook approach.

college students

courses

study, it seems that the fol-

enrolled

in remedial

taught under an individualized

as described

mathe-

instruction

in this study did not receive

cantly higher scores

on a mathematics

posttest

of achieve-

ment than those students taught under the traditional
textbook instruction
3.

mathematics

lecture -

program.

There was no significant
ance of community

signifi-

difference

college students

courses

in mathematics
enrolled

perfor -

in remedial

taught at 9 AM and those taught at

12 Noon.
After reading the conclusions,
individualized
completely

instruction

discarded.

program

however,

as described

With some modifications

the researcher

hopes that the

in this study would not be
it seems as if the experimental
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program

could become very operative.

is presented

tor

ter.

and revisions

of this study valuable
was gathered

information

in discussions

A brief summary
However,

of these deliberations

as a result

following recommendations
1.

future

in the experimental

is presented

of these discussions

in the next chap-

and the study in general , the

seem appropriate.

There is a need for more research

regarding

students to drop out of community colleges.
ly, why do they drop out of remedial
the method of instruction

questions,

what influences
Then,

mathematics

actually a contributing

whether a student does or does not drop out?
and similar

regarding

with the other instruc-

involved in the study and with many of the students

group.

of such revisions

in the next chapter.

During the course
innovations

A brief discussion

specifical classes?

Is

factor as to
Answers to these

hopefully can be attained through further

research.
2.

There is a need for more research
ing.

regarding

What methods should be used to facilitate

in small group settings?

learning

How structured
process?

These,

garding group learning

optimum learning

How should the groups be organized?

How active a role should the instructor
process?

small group learn-

take in the group learning

should the sessions

be in the group

also, are a few of the questions

that need answers.

re-
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Again, the fact that significant
experimental
search

should not be initiated regarding

the contrary,

did not exist between the

groups and the control groups does not mean that further

tion with respect

more research

been significantly

re-

of methods of instruc-

mathematics

is needed in the near future,
reduced and mathematics

programs.

On

since the attrition

performance

has not

increased.

This leads,

then, to a final discussion,

esting observations,

opinions,

involved with the study.
research

improvement

to community college remedial

rate has not been appreciably

further

differences

and suggestions

made by the different

It is hoped that this information

toward the development

for teaching remedial

which includes some inter-

mathematics

of successful

subjects

can be utilized in
programs

to community college students.

of instruction
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

The study, even though the results
at the . 05 level,
classes

proved to be very helpful in planning for further

at the community
The researcher

discussions

did not show significant

differences
mathematics

college.

gathered

information

with the other instructor

students

in the experimental

teresting

and valuable observations,

regarding

the experiment

through

involved in the study and with many of the

group (both dropouts and nondropouts).
opinions,

and suggestions

Many in-

were presented --

some of which follow.
The students
vious experience

in the experimental

in an individualized

seemed unable to function effectively
Some of the students
study program

students

instruction

program;

in a semistructured

seemed to lack the self - discipline

of this type.

daily assignments

group, for the most part , had no pre -

soon became discouraged

Some of the students
direction . This was apparent

in the experimental
on group session

were unable to function effectively.

some students

approach to learn ing .
needed for an independent

They often did not attend class.

were due, they tended to procrastinate

in this situation

hence,

Since no specific

. The less capable

and dropped out.

group seemed to lack selfdays when some of the groups

34

A few of the more capable students often elected not to attend class
on group session

days since they already understood

This limited the number of so-called
dents hesitated
hesitated

to give help unless asked,

being covered.

Some of the more capable stu-

and some of the less capable students

to ask for help.
On a more positive

that completed
tremely

"helpers".

the material

the course,

favorable

side, most of the students
found the individualized

as a method for learning

dents that dropped out of the experimental

in the experimental

instruction

mathematics.

program

matics,

to be ex-

A number of the stu-

groups also commented

that the rea -

sons for dropping had nothing to do with the method of instruction.
of these students

groups,

In fact , many

said this was the first time they had ever enjoyed studying mathe-

and they planned to enroll in the same class next semester.

This re-

sponse was seldom given by those dropping out of the control groups . The students also requested
in other mathematics
working problems

that the same type of program
courses

together

be achieved . Instruction

at the community

where cooperation
on a one-to-one

be initiated

college.

and maintained

They liked the idea of

and immediate

reinforcement

basis was extremely

can

helpful for many

students also.
Probably

the one item that was mentioned as being the most important

most of the students was the performance
ginning of each unit.
as the performance

The students
objectives

objective

considered

sheets distributed

the objective

at the be-

sheets invaluable,

gave the students a sense of direction.

by
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The investigator

talked with students

mental groups that enrolled
following semester.

from both the control and experi -

in the next level mathematics

The students

from the experimental

course during the
group expressed

feeling that they seemed to have r etained so much of the material
mentary

algebra

course.

Learning

mathematics

for them as a result of their training

searcher,

his colleague,

future mathematics

and the students,

instruction

One such suggestion
effective methods
motivation
course,

group.

and opinions expressed

by the re-

a number of suggestions

regarding

have been formulated.

was that more research

of group instruction--mainly

be initiated

with respect

of the students toward small group learning.

the instructor

from the ele-

seemed to be much easier

in the experimental

As an outgrowth of the observations

regarding

to organization

becoming more passive

and

At the outset of the

should play a very active role in the motivation

ization of the group sessions,

the

and organ -

as the groups begin to

function more effectively.
Specific individuals
the course.

should be assigned

Group membership

seven weeks so that the students
of the class . After approximately
to the sections

to the groups at the beginning of

should be changed weekly for the first five to
can become acquainted
seven weeks,

on which they are presently

with numerous

members

groups can be formed according

working.

try to have at least one of the more capable students

It would be advisable

in each group.

to
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In the experimental

classes

they wanted within groups.
structured.

students were completely

It was suggested that the group sessions

A specific group project,

to be completed and returned
be assigned.

This,

free to do what

also,

be more

in the form of a handout sheet that was

by each group during each group session,

should help to lessen the students'

could

need for self-

direction.
Distribution

of performance

objective sheets to all of the students at the

beginning of each unit should be continued.
dents in the experimental
to be their primary

groups considered

ready been implemented

1.

and suggestions

into the mathematics

algebra classes,

curriculum

the stu-

objective sheets

presented

followed up this

on a college arithmetic

and two calculus classes.

have al-

at the community

1973, the researcher

study by testing some of these suggestions

experiences

the performance

opinions,

During the spring semester,

elementary

mentioned,

aid in learning mathematics.

Many of the observations,

college,

As previously

class,

two

Some of the resulting

are outlined below,
In a calculus class,
presented

a set of unit performance

were

to each student about one week prior to the unit

examination.

The class session prior to the unit examination

was then devoted to this objective sheet.
together

objectives

The students worked

in small groups during the first part of the hour.

the latter part of the hour, the entire class,

by groups,

During

discussed

37

the objectives.

The students

involved in the class voiced

their approval of this approach time and time again.
attendance
2.

at these sessions

In an elementary

The group membership

often so that students

became acquainted

in the class quite readily.
cific handout sheet,

with problems

was changed

with other students

On group sessions

was given to each group.

completed

high.

algebra class specific groups were formed

early in the semester.

cussed,

was extremely

Class

days, a spe-

from the unit being disThe assignment

was to be

and handed in by each group during the class session.

The students

involved in this technique were very enthusiastic

about it.
3.

In both the elementary
mentioned

algebra

class and the calculus

above, the attrition

rate was approximately

cent less than in the other similar
lar technique
matics

achievement

nificantly

necessarily,

in which the particu-

was not utilized.

of the students

10 per-

Also the mathe -

in these classes

was sig-

higher than of those students not having been given

the treatment.

that.

of instruction

classes

class

This does not mean that the results
to the treatment;

however,

are due,

it tends to indicate

38

Hopefully,

then, further

research

this study, toward the development
teaching

remedial

mathematics

This particular
truly an individualized

of successful

to community

study fortified
experience.

at varying rates of speed.
be made for these individual

can be initiated,
instruction

with the help of
programs

for

college students .

an age old conviction that learning

is

People learn in many different ways and

At the community
differences

college,

whenever

then, provisions

possible.

should
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Appendix A
Unit Tests

50 - Test

Algebra

3 points per question
parts thereof.

A=fc,d1,

(D

List

@

Replace

each

G)

Replace

the comma

all subsets

List

@

How are

@

Let

46

A

or

LetU=[a,b,c,d,e},

@)

- Unit 1 - Form

the elements

U equal

andC=[a,eJ

of C.
comma

Sand

B={a,c,d},

with

E

or C. ~ d, B @A,

with U or

in each

T related

n.

set.

if:

any universal

@
set.

@

B

®

B, C = (a, c, d, e}

@

A,C

AUCI

=

<j>

@M<!>

@Blnc

SUT = <j> @ snT
Complete:

@

=T

<j>1U<j>

@U'/\U

= ___

= __

_

_

Given:
U ·- A -::· ::=--~

:::;:::::==:::~-B--------i

t, u, v
m

p

(j)

q

D

w
s

List the elements
of the indicated
set:
(AUBUC)'

@

Assume

of all females
C = set
over

with blue

of all females

5 ft.

8 in.

List

G

eyes;

Apply

the cardinality

Replace

the comma

Writ e 60 in prime

0

Find

th e solution

List

the

10 points

blond

hair;

of all females

regarding:

and

rewrite

r

without

parentheses.

Graph

Same
List
Given:

numeral

set;

elements

if x-y

on a number

line:

closed

addition?

under

an example;
as No.

the prime

numbers

Question:

of making
Why

(x

if it is no,

19 except
between

this
are

= 8 @3·

6 and

6, x EW}
If

(1, 3, 5, ... }
a counterexample.
under

multiplication?

the elements

as you are

you taking

nurr1ber?

14.

List
exam

a natural

I3~ x<

give

X = 8

{y [ y.:::_2,yEN}.

equals

is it closed

f13-2k!l<k:s._3,kE'NJ.

as tired

+2

@x

{x j o < x< 4, xEw}n

x and y related

set

x E w}

?

xEW.

assume

question

A=

0

I2 ~ x ~ 5,

(x

form.

of the set:

how are

give

6, 3
set:

6

for

factor

the following

is yes,

< , =, >:

in the following

is the basic

Is the following

of: {3, 4, 5, +, .;,_, -;---}
with

the numbers

If x, yEW,

on me.

you know

property

Specify

I'm

and D = set

A=

+ 6)

@

10 pts.@

tall;

that

the distributive

What

@
@
@

3 in.

with

class;

® female

0

answer

5 ft.

t

List

@
(0

in a given

B = set of all females

under

@

8
G

of all females

all the characteristics

2 (a

8
0

set

tall.

female

®

your

U is the

47
set

Algebra

of taking
50?

of the
it,

set.

so have
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Algebra

50 - Test

- Unit

2 - Form

A

3 pts per question
plus 1 point free,
If a, b, cEJ,

name

the axiom

@

G)a+b=b+a

Q)

What

is the additive

@)Replace
Do the indicated
numeral,

®6-

@-

4

the

is the identity

element

Write

the multiplicative
for

what

value(

ea ch fraction

0, - (-2)

and write

the answer

as a basic

Q3)(-4)(-2)(5)(0)

for

inverse

xEJ
addition
of

s) of x is

x+l
-x+l

numeral

in the

set

of integers?

2
3 .

not

equal

in lowest

to 1?
terms.

--0

X

expression

3

®1+T
.

-.-

as a basic

@
y

2

(State

2
3

fraction
3
2

all possibilities)

statement.

a· c = b· c

-3

each

2

each

®f

X=8,

as a basic

-21
+7

x

or>:

justifies

set

What

Write

with<,=,

@(-3)(-5)

Q3}3·

f1Q\
V:::)

of -13?

3 )( 2)

x + 2 = 1 0, xE J

Write

then

inverse

Simplify

(j) (-

3 - 5

solution

If xEQ,

@

operations.

0
\!-_y 9 - 6 - 5

Find

h~

comma

= b,

If a

that

if it exists.

(n\-12
\2J -2-

@

the

or theorem

or basic

Qi_]_

~.::) 4

numeral,

- .2_ + 2
6

-6
-10
@ --5 . -21

9

¥EJ.

Find

the solutio

@

5 'X

@

If X, YEQ,

=9

Express
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n se t
xEQ
under

what

as a basic

conditions

numeral

is X-Y

or basic

a negative

number?

fraction.

@#s
Can

Ix·YI~ x·Y?

Under

what

conditions

State

all conditions.

Write

the missing

the

first.

X, Y

@

-f=24

@

Pick

any

Multiply

root).

Since

will ..:?S._
y < 0, assuming

numerator

so that

the

X, YEJ, and Y

second

fraction

will

'f 0?

be equal

to

'f 0.
~

5·x =

'.(!:.) 4· Y

counting

it by 2.

you started

Why or why not?

with.
your

Add

number
8.

Multiply
answer

1 2· Y
between

Subtract
by 25.

6.

O and

11 (i.e.,

Divide

by 2.

Take

the

is 5, put it down.

square

1-10
Subtract
root

inclusive).
the nurrb er

(positive

square

50
Al ge bra

50 - Test

- Unit

3 - Form

A

3 pts per question
plus 1 free pt.
Let

U

[-V3,0,

=

(D List

the

members

@)Draw

the

®, True

or False:

Find

@

the

l /2,

graph

in the

set

~+

2

® JUN

NCJ

@ ona•

x<

-4,

5}

of U as follows

3,

: {xi x<

xER }

in R of each

=0

@

eq uation.

x-vis = 7

nos.1
, Q = {rational
nos.J
,
J = fintegersJ.

@)ROH=

=J

nos]
&

, H =(irrationals/,
R = [real
nos.}

H

= r/J

@ Solv e for x (i.e., find the solution set in R): ../x+3 - 4
~
O Write 60x 2y 3 in completely factored form.
3
@ Give the name and degree of the polynomial:
2x - 3x
2
@ Write 3 . 2 +l l) - 1: + 3 as a basic numeral.

i

@ If P( x) = 3 x 2 (LVFind the zeros
Do the

indicated

@ (2x 2 (-;;:;\ -l
~

-3x

2x + 7, what

operations;

.1

' x,

is P (- 2)?

of (x + 1) (x -3)

bx + 5) - ( x

2 4
2x y

y4

0, xEH}

Qn H = R

True or False:
Given:
N = lnatural
W = [whole
(])

fu,

subset

of: [x\l'S_

solution

Vx= 3

7J

-4/5.

2

y + 0

simplify

- 3x - 3 )

.

whenever

Q

~

possible.

2
3
( 2x y) (- 3 xy )

= 2

+ 1
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@

Express

. 000347

@

Simplify:

-3

~

Simplify:

@

Find

the product

t::;\
'e)

Find

the

2x

55x

(42)

(3) (4)

of:

( 2x - 3) ( 2x - 3)
2
6x -5x-6
x +
3
2

quotient:

completely,

if possible.

+6

2

@x

61) x 2 + 4x
@

2

y

notation.

(-6 - (x + 2)] + (x - 2).

(20) (3-1)

Factor

@

-

in scientific

+4

+ 77xy

+ 2x

@x
- 66y

2

- 8

+3

If not factorable.

@

8x

@

9x

2
2

- 80x

write

+ 72

+ 3x + 2

prime.
@x

2

-9

Algebra

1-14
15
16

b pts. each
12 pts.
4 pts.

Reduce

to lowest

x

2

CD

(j)

the

restrictio

x

-4

x
2

2

x
and

4
x

2

3

6

Simplify

2

2

2

2

©

-4

x

@

-9

x

r e duce

to lowest

2

2

52

A

ns on the variables

.

- bx - 7

+ 2x + 1

as a s ing l e fraction

-4

+

-x-

x

x

-4

®3;
x

state

@

ea ch expression

2

x

and

+3

x

2

terms

- Unit 4 - Form

+ 5x + b

Write

®

50 - Test

in lowest

5x + 10
2x - 6

bx - 18
3x + 6

..

-4

terms.

x

- 5x + 6

x

2
2

+ 3x + 2
- 2x - 3

terms:
2-2

x
x - 1
x
Solve the following
r e als.

® 3 ( 2x
@

3
x

+ 5)
5

equations,

i.e.

find the

@

= 21

x -

solution

6

=1

set,

over

- 4 (x - 2)

-2

+; = -3-

Solve

+

Zx
5

Graph

1

= ax

for

x:

3x

<

l '

xER

the

solution

- 4

solve
set

the inequality.
of the

inequality

of problem

13.

the

set

of

53

@

How many

1 0% salt

@

Have

is "yes."

soluti
4 free

quarts

of a 3 0% salt

on to obtain
points

a 15 % salt

- I can't

solution

must

solution?

remember

the

be added

to 12 qts

of a

Show all work.
question,

but the answer

54
Algebra

Given:

(D

Is the

= 3x-

y) ! y

((x,

above
the

domain

®

State

the

range

©

List

What

set

is the

of the

slope

5 - Form

1-6
7-9
1 0-11
12

above
above
pairs

find

®

the

solution

f
l3x+
Zx-y

for

relation.
for

the

relation.

= 0?

of 2x + 3y-6

graph

the following

passes

through

systems

1'9)
f 3x

= 4

y

each
each
each

f( -1 ).

of the

set

5pts.
10 pts.
1 5 pts.
1 0 pts.

relation.

Write
the eq uation
of the lin e which
(2, -3) and has a slope of 2.

Find

A

a function?

of the

3x,

- Unit

xc {1, 2, 3}}

of ordered

= 2x 2 -

If f(x)

l,

relation

@) State

the

50 - Test

of linear

point

equations.

7

= 2y-

Lis + 4 y-

=6

the

6x

=o

A rnan blends
flour worth 8 rL per pound with sugar
worth 30 rL per
pound to obtain
10 pounds
of a mixture
worth
19 rL per pound.
Hov.
many pounds
of sugar
were used?
Show all work.

{D

Graph

the

solution
{( x,

@

Have

10 free

set

y): y >

points.

of the

following

ZJjnfx,
Who was

y)

system:

I y~ x

buried

+

1}

in Grant's

tomb?

55

Algebra
Simplify

each

50 - Test

expression.

- Unit

Assume

6 - Form

A

all variables

are

positive

real

nun: bers.

@)_2_

Vz

®vn

1

2

Solve

!(~'\

/is - ..f?:oo

>/12

6-

®

+

the following

2

v

x

@

3x

(20)
2x
"----'

-

2

2

(~)(

4-..(l

25

=0

+ 7 x- 6 = 0
- 6x

+3 =0

equations.

@
~

3x

x

2

2

- 5x

+ 2x -1

=0
=0

./z-1)

(v'z+ 2)
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Appendix B
Information

Regarding

Pre-recorded

Tapes

57

The pre-recorded
the University
cators

tapes used in this project

of California,

Los Angeles,

from the Southern California

can be obtained by contacting
chairman,

Rio Hondo College,

area.

by a group of mathematics
Information

Mr. Gerald E. Bruce,
Whittier,

were developed through

California.

regarding

mathematics

edu -

the tapes
department
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Appendix C
Unit Performance

Objective

Sheets

59
Algebra
You should
Let

be able

50 - Objectives
to answer

U = [a, b, c, d},

- Unit

the following

1 & 2

questions.

{aJ, and

B =

A = [ a, b, c},

1 - Ch.

C = [ b , c}

Q)

List

all the

@

List

the

Q)

Replace

each

comma

with

E or C:

1)

@

Replace

each

comma

with

n or

1) A, C = ( b, cl

®
®

State

the

subsets

elements

of A.
of: 1) At'lB

conditions

on sets

2) B R C

U:

b, A

= cp

B, C = { b, c,

2) MUN

=N

List tne elements
rn
(AUB)'.
2) What characteristic
properties
does (4, 6}
possess?
Include
those that it does not
possess.

De)
11

Bill

run

took

6th out of 20 people

at Muddy

Gap.

Wyoming.

running
11

@

Know the meaning

of >,

0)

List

of the following

Write

(D Find

(?

2)

1)

8

~

2) C, A

M & N if: 1) MON

u

G)

4) Al ft.c •,

3) B U C

Graph

the members

=,

330 in prirr 1e facl ored
the

solution

the following

::;e, oi:
using

the first

annual

1)

List

the cardinal

2)

List

the ordinal

3 mile
number

numbers.

and<.
set:

(x

13<

x < 7, xEW}

form.

1) x+3

= 11,

a number

xEN

line:

2) 5· x

f

xi 2

= 12,

~ x ~ 4,

xEW
x EW }

s.

aJ

60

@

Are
1)
4)

the following

(o,1, 2)
whole

sets

2) even natural

under:
nos.

a)

addition

3) odd natural

numbers

(f3) Write

the prime

@

Write

the

@

What

numbers

composite

is the

closed

cardinality

between

numbers
of:

10 and

between

20.

12 and

{z·k+3 I l ~ k < 4,

18.
kEWJ

b) multiplication
nos.

61
Algebra

50 - Objectives

You should

be abl e to answer

If a, b, cE'J,

name

(?)

(0

a=a.

©
®

If a = b,

the

then

ac = b e .

®

or theorem

statements
Find

involving

the additive

Replace

the

inverse

comma

@

-6-3

justifies

1

® a·-= a

= 0

each

statement.

then

a = c.

(j)

1' a -:/:O.

Write
3
5

xEQ,

each

+

for

express

4
5

a· 0 = 0

'Ex.press&.

+8

-5

what

va lue(s)

hA\
7

/

a) 16/,
and

2

8
~ ,
1 0

and

(+2)

@)(3)(-5

0,-(-3)

answer

as a basic
0

4

)(4)(0)

und e fined ?

or basic

fraction.

as a basic

x, y E J.
5
2

2
5

1

-~

a
b

and

@ (0)(6)

1
x-l

of xis

3

the

3 & 4

in Ch.

of: -3
b)

j-6/

write

numeral

~7-5+10

7

or theorems
inverse

G (-3)

(-3)(-2)

ion as a basic

t~~-L
If::::)

or<:
Simplify

\U)-6-1

Assuming

axioms

and mult iplicative

with>,=,

G

1

6-

4
0

@

ns.

If a = b and b = c,

any of the other

Do the indicated
operations.
numeral,
if it exists.

h2'
v

questio
that

b =a.®
a +-a

3 & 4

a + bEJ.

Also

@

2 - Ch.

the following

axiom

If a = b,

- Unit

numeral

ht.'.~-·

~

2

J_

.

4

or a basi c

fraction.
Write the missing
numerator
the first.
x, y if. 0.

so that

Sx
?
=
32x
8x
Problems
problems

44-56
47-56

on page
on page

61; prob l ems
70.

the

second

0

?
21

7

47-62

fraction

on pages

will
1

y
65 and

be equal

?
-Sy
66; and

to

62
Algebra

You should
Let

be able

to answer

[-J'3.5, -

U =

G)

50 - Objectives

List

the

3 - Ch.

the followin

Vlb, 40,

l /5,

members

- Unit

of the

5 & 6

questi

ons

h

0, -1,

of U as follows:

subset

a) [xl-3

':::_x':::_3, xEH}

b)(x:x:::_O,

@

Draw

the

graphs

of:

a) [ x!-3
b) {x1

Find

®
Let

the

rx=

set

in R for

':::_X< 5, xER J
0<

each

X':::_ 5, xEJ J

equat ion.

©./;: + s = o ®/r6- /9 = x

6

N

=

Q

= {rationals

True

(j)

solution

lnatural

nos.)

= [ whole

, W

J.

H

xEQJ

J.

numbers

J, and

={irrationals

Jx + 3 -

@

R

J

=

6 = 1

{int egers

J,

= {reals}.

or false

® QOH

QCR

= <p 0)

=R @

HUQ

N nw

@

= N

Q' OH=

Q

Simplify

fiz\ (x
'(:;)

-1
x

-2
)(x )

1 20 x

Write

@
@

Give

the

name

and

6 -6

Write

3

P(x)

Find

= 2x 3 -

the

indicated

@

2

-6x

12

-

3x

+ 1.

3

-+

+ 4] -(x-2)

-(x-1)

ly factored

form.

of the polynomial:

1 as a basic
find

6x

3

-4x

numeral.

P( l ) , P ( -1 ) , & P( o).

of (x-6)(x+l)(x-3).

. 0000312

Do the
(3x

degree

-

zeros

Express

[-3

4 3
y rn complete

2

If

@

3-

-3

in scientific

operations

+ 4)-(2x

2

and

- 6x-8)

notation.

simplify.
~

\f::.::) ( - 6x

2 3
2
y )( - 2xy )

fn\

'e)

2 3

-6x
y
--~2~
x,
-2xy

yi: 0

Find

the product:

Find

the

Factor

quotient:

completely,

63

( Zx + 1 )( 3 x - 1 ) .
2
4x +4x+l
Zx + 1

if possible.

If not factorable,

@x
2

@

x

@

2
55x y

+x -

56

@

+ 77xy-

2
9x - 7 2x + 1 44

66y

2

write

-7x+l0

prime.

@x

2

+x-20

64

Algebra

You should

be able

(D Reduce
x

2

to answer

to lowest

- Unit

the following

terms

and

state

2

each

questions

the

restrict

®-2-

x -1

as a single
3x
2

5

+

2

+2

x -3x
2

2
x -4
2
x -x-6

fraction
2

2

x -3x
and reduce

3

-4

2

2

-x

Solve the following
real nurnbers.

@

=9

+

Solve
2x

+3
5

Graph

7
x-2

ax+

-9

the

5

i.e.

6

2

®-1

6 (x - 1 )

-x

4
x

+

2
x

solution

x

=4

-1

3x + 9

x-

the

2

+2

+

2
x

set

=

over

the

9,

11,

15.

Solve
set

and

set

of

3
x
1

( 2x + 1 )

x+l

=2

the inequality

of the inequality

of problem

14.

One powder
is worth$.
50 a pound and a second
is worth$.
pound.
How many pounds of each should be mixed to form
oi a mixture
worth$.
30 a pound?
pounds
Proble:ns

e:

= x-1

, xER

solution

find

2

x

terms:

= x +7

@

---

x·

>

2

@(x+l)

x + 5
x-2

for

equations,

2

x

1

2

o n the variabl

terms.

4x

+ 12

4x

to lowest

2

x -1
x

+ 2

in lowest

7x

+

x -1
+ 9

x -6x

{£)Simplify

8x-7

ions

-4

expression

3

(j)

7 & 8

4 - Ch.

+ 8x-9

4x
Write

50 - Objectives

17 of Exercise

8. 8,

pages

203-206

20 a
60

65
Algebra

50 - Objectives

You should

be able

to answer

Solve

each

equation

explicitly

CDx

+ y = 10

GIVEN:

the following
for

@

I

[( x,y)

+ 1,

y = 3x

- Unit 5 - Ch.

x

3x

E

yin

9 & 10

questions.

terms

of x.

=_y_.::l_

@.) 3x + 2y = 7

y

[o,2,4 }1

Is the above relation
a fun ction?
State the domain
of the above relati on.
State the range of the abov e relatio n.
List the set of ordered
pairs for the relation.

®

d]

~

Find

State

the

(v
@

of the function

defined

by:

y =

1
x-4 ·

2
If f ( x) = 2x - 5 x + 1 , find f ( - 3 ) .
Find the slope of the line pas sing thru ( 2, -1) and ( 5, 3 ).
What is the slope of the graph of 3x -4y = 1 2.
Write the equation
of the line that has the same slope as
2x + 3y + 6 = 0 and passes
thru
(-3,
-4).

the solution

~rx+y=4

v

domain

x-

y

=0

set for

ft?!
~2x

the following

x

+ 2y = 4
+ 4y = 8

systems

of linear

~[2x ==
-y
\!:....::)bx -3y

6

6

equations:
9y = 7x + 3
8 + 2x = -y

How many pounds
each of a 50% copper
must be mixed to obtain 87 1 / 2 pounds

alloy and a 75% copper
of a 60% alloy ?

Graph

system:

the

{(x, y)

solution

set

of the following

i y ~ 2x + 1}n fx, y) I

y > 3 -x}

alloy

66
Algebra

You should
Simplify

50 - Objectives

be able

each

to solve

exp ression.

- Unit

6 - Ch.

the following
Assume

11 & 12

problems

all variables

are

positive

real

numbers.

®-;;7

@

2

4-/z

@ (vs-2)(./s + 3)

Solve

the following

x

2

-81

l 2x

@

4x

2

2

equations

=0

6x

5

=0

+ l 6x - 3

=0

+ 4x-

.
2

+ Bx=

2
x - 3x -4

0

= 0

67

Appendix D
Mathematics

Posttest

of Achievement

Final
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50

Examination--Algebra

Instructions:
Put the letter,
corresponding
to the correct answer, in the
answer column. There is one and only one correct answer for each question.
Do not write on this test sheet.
Scoring will be the number
correct minus one-fourth the number wrong. All the variables
represent
real numbers unless otherwise indicated.
1.

If

A= (- 3, -1, 1,

a) [-3,-1,
2.

O, 1,

3]and B = { O, 1, 2], then Afl B =
2, 3]b) ( 1} c) ( 0, 2} d) (-3,-1, 3} e)
form of 90 is

The prime factored

a) (9)(10) b) (2)(45) c) (2)(3)( 3j(5) d) (3)(3)(10)

3.

The additive

4.

5.

x

a)

jxl> -x

If

x

a) y
6.

jxl< x

b)

> y > 0,
+ x >0

e) none of these

c)

Jxl> x d) -lxl> x

which of the following

is false?

>0

0

b) y - x

c) (y)(x))

24y; represents

12y
b) iYlO c) 2

f

-

d) 1
x

then

The quotient
a)

7,

> 0,

If

Assuming "x" is

fl

e) none of these

(op µosit e) of "x", x ER, is

inverse

b) [x" c) 1

a) -x

d)

e) none of these

l > 0 e) none of these
x

the same number as

d) 2ylO

e) none of these
of "x" is x + 3
x + 5

number, for what value(sJ

rational

undefined?
b)

a) -3

B.

9.

+

.fI6=

a) 7

b) 5

[9
x

-2

d) 24

e) none of these

1

~

2

-y-

b) l
x t- 0
x '

x

c)

If

I 1 < x < 4,
•1 2 3 ! b) ''!!

P(x) =

a) 4

4

b) 30

d) x

eJ none of these

2

:'he gr aph of [ x
a)

11.

c) 12

e; none of these

-. -

a) x + 1
10.

\

5 dj -5

3 c)

none of these

x € R} is

x - 2, then P(d)
\

C}

2

d) -3

2

e) none of these

C1)

~

2 3

!

e) none of these

12.

a) -x-y-z

13.

x,y

If

2

a) -x
14.

t

b) x+y+z

-

-

If y = -5,

then y

0

c) 1 d) 5

19.

b) 0.000218

(2x

2

+ 3x -1) - (-3x

e) none of these

e) none of these

d) 21,800

c) 0.00218

2

- 2x + 2)

b ) 5x2 +x+l

2
(2x y 3 )(-3xy 4 ) =
2
a) -6x y 7 b) -6x 3y

e) none of these

c) (xy-5)(xy+3)

=

c;\ -x 2+5x-3
c) -6x 3y7

d) (xy-5)(xy-3)

d ) 5x2 +5xTl

d) -6xy 7

e ) none of these

e) none of these

=

3-(-(2-x)+l)-(1-x)

c) 2x-l

d) 5-2x

e) none of these

=

(2x+4)(3x-l)
a) 6x 2 +14x-4

21.

+ x

2 2
x y - 2xy - 15 =

a) 3 b) -2x-l
20.

2

2.18 x 10 -4 =

a ) -x 2 +x+l
18.

d) -x

=

a) (xy+5)(xy+3)
b) (xy+5)( xy-3)
e) none of these
17.

e) none of these

~=
y

x
-2
- x b) 2 + x c) x +- 2
y

a) 2,180
16.

d) x-y-z

c) x-y+z

0, then -x 3
x

a) 0 b) -5
15.

69

=

-(-x-(y+z))

b ) 6x 2-lOx-4

c ) 6x 2+10x+4

2
d) 6x +10x-4

of 9x 2-16 is

The complete factorization

b) (3x-4)(3x-4)
a) (9x-4)(9x+4)
e) none of these

c) (3x+4)(3x+4)

d) (3x-4)(3x+4)

22.

x /. 3,-3 , then x+3
x-3
=
x-3 - XT3
2
d) 18
a) 12x+l8 b) 2x +18 c) 12x
e) none of these
-2-y2
2
x +9
x -t-9
x -9
x -9

23.

If at

If

0, b

t

0, and a+b

t

0,

then l-

1

a

b=

l+-

a

a) a-1

a+b

b) -a
b

2

c) -1

b

e) none of the se

d) a

b

e) none of these

24.

2

x -x-6
2
x +2x-15

-...

26.

set of

a) {-2]

( 3}

The solution

b) {~)

27. The solution

d) (- 31

c)

set of

{i} d ) { ~}

2x+4 <

a) {-2} b) (xlx<-2,
e) none of these

If f(x)

b) 14 qts.

== l+x

d) [ 2

c) 15 qts.
[(x,y)jy

{ 0, 1, 2}

= 3x 2 -1,

The slope

3

d) [xf x<-t,

J e)

2

xER}

The perimeter

e) none of these
is

none of thes e

c)

c)

2

The graph of

Consider

2

"'3

the system

3x-2y

3

dj

(1,-1,-

xE

3}

d)

(o,

1, 2J}

{-+,0,

is

~}

e)

= 4 is

none of these

2

( (x,y)jy =

a) the equations
c ) the equations
e) none of these

== l-2x,

e) none of these

8 d) 5 e) none of these

of the graph of

b) -3

c)

d) 16 qts.

of a

=

then f(-1)

a) y-axis
b) x-axis
e) none of these
35.

d) 6 ft.

(x-3)(x+2)-3

The domain of the function

a) -2
34.

xE' R}

How many quarts of a 2Cf/oacid solution must be added to 10 qts.
3Cf'/oacid solution
to obtain a 24~'~ acid solution?

a) 2 b) -4
)3.

x € R, is

10ft.

cj

set of

a) {-1, 0, 1} b )
e) none of these
320

0, is

e) none of these

c) [xfx ) -2,

{-101b) f10}c) {-2}

a) 12 qts.
31.

xER}

b) 12 ft.

The solution
a)

30.

,

0

f

where a,b

The length of a rectangle
is 2 ft. more than the width.
of the rectangle
is 44 ft.
Its width is
a) 20 ft.

29.

e) none of these

= -bx+lOa,

2a+3bx

3

28 .

= 5x+4 is

4(x-2)-3x

of

e) none of the s e

d) (x-2)
(x-5)

(x- 2)

c) {-1}

set

a) [32ab}

c) (x-5)

b) (x+2)(x-5)
~x-3J(x-2)

rhe solution
b)

=

x2-25

a) (x-3)(x+ 5)
(x+3)(x+2)
25.
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2

x -4

2}

is a straight

c) the line
( 3x+2y
6 x+4y

y=x

line

parallel

d) the line

to the

y =-x

=9
=5

are dependent
are inconsistent

b) the system has exactly one solution
d) the system has exactly two solutions

36.

a) {(2,5)}
37.

= 12
set of the system (2x+y
x- 2y _- 1

.
The solution

<#,c)

b)

The graph of [(x,y)f

{ (5,2) }
x

<0

/56 c)

39.

-3[2'7 b)

III

d) quadrant

IV

> 0)
e) none of these

-75

d) 17.[f

e) none of these

1
~=

14

tf"
The solution
a)
42.

e) none of these

is

c) quadrant

~ d) 2y./14

c)

-2./3

a) 3+.J5 b) 3-J5

41.

x-2y = 1}

/75 - 3/48 =
a)

40.

II

(assume y

(~7y ) (J8y ) =
2
a) 56y b) y

< oJ

and y

a) quadrA.Ilt I b) quadrant
e) none of these
38.

d) [(x,y)f

71

.
is

(3}

c) 3+..J5 d) 3-$"

14

2

set of

e) none of these

tf"

=0

2x -18

is

{9,-91c) (9} d) 4' e)

b)

The solution

2

= 0 is

2x -3x

set of

none of ttese

e) none of these
43.

The solution

a)
e)

44.

</,

b) [- 2+25, -2-2.f3J
none of these

The value of
a)

45.

2
x +4x-8

set of

0

=0
c)

[ 2+2[3,

(x)(x+l ) (x-3J(x+4)

b) 5

c) -20

d) 6

is

, when x = 1, is

e) none of these

6ab-3ab+5ab =
aj 8

b) 8ab

If a=

1, b

c) 14

d) 14ab

eJ

none of these
2

46.

2-2,/3 }

= 2 , an d c = O, then

a) undefined

b) 0

c) 4

d) 1

a ~a-b

2a+c

.
is

e) none of these

47.

2
- 2(lx- i x ) =
a) -2x 2 b) -2x c) 2x2 dJ O e) none of these

4s.

(./2 - fi) (ff+

x(l-x)

a) -5

b)

-$

IT)
c)

=

-1

d) 5 e) none of these

d) [-2+3(2,

-2-3.J2}

72
49.

Bill can paint a house alone in 6 days.
alone in 4 days.
How many days will it
they both work together?
a) 2 days

50.

b) 2i days

c) 2

5days

Bob can paint the same house
take to paint the house if

d) 2~ days

e) none of these

Have one on me! I don't remember the question but the answer is "e".
Good luck in the future.
It's been fun working with all of you.
St op by and say hello when you get a char.ce.
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